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Joyce Carol Oates has collected a group of works that are both intimate and . ROBERT ATWAN has been the series
editor of The Best American Essays since He has edited numerous literary anthologies and written essays and reviews
for.

Bibliografische Informationen. What stuck most with me was reading Zora Hurston's essay on a form of
self-acceptance and agony, then reading Alice Walker's moving essay on locating and honoring Zora's
forgotten grave. Mark Twain's "Corn-Pone Opinions" is a sardonic and hilarious look at what following sheep
we humans are, and how impossible it is to form a unique opinion. Ships in 1 to 3 days From Powells. Above
average, but definitely not the "Best. Some of her works were done under the pseudonym Rosamund Smith.
This collection honors some of the twentieth century's best-known and best-loved writers on a breathtaking
variety of topics. Her first six novels, including Them , which won the National Book Award, express these
qualities in varying ways. Other major themes include science and nature, social change, artistic endeavor, and
the struggle against nostalgia. This made me want to read and write more essays and of course - read more by
these authors and then re-read some of the essays. Here is a sampling -- twelve unabridged essays -- featuring
a wide variety of contemporary writers reading classics of the genre, along with authors reading their own
work. John Muir's "Stickeen" will keep you on the edge of your seat-- h This is the kind of book you pick up
every once in a while to read an essay here, an essay there. What stuck most with me was reading Zora
Hurston's essay on a form of self-acc I'll cop to only having read 15 or 16 of these essays. I stuck mostly to
essays written by or that were about women, though I enjoyed Robert's Frost's famous essay on poetic form
once I started to understand it a couple of paragraphs in and appreciated John Updike's take on the penis and
all the utilitarian maleness that it springs from and is. Within this anthology are fifty-five essays on a wide
variety of topics, ranging from the personal to the political. Her fiction alone demonstrates considerable
variety, ranging from direct naturalism to complex experiments in form. John Muir's "Stickeen" will keep you
on the edge of your seat-- has anyone ever described a storm so beautifully? What I have read so far has been
thrilling. In a journalistic mode, Ernest Hemingway covers the bullfights in Pamplona, H. In this regard Oates
self-consciously avoids creating a chronicle of the past century and, instead, collects an array of emotional
journeys and obsessions. A further eight essays also take race as their topic.


